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Introductonn The Problem of Communicaton

When you take a word in your mouth you must realize that you have not taken a tool that can be thrown

aside if it will not do the job, but you are fied in a directon of thought which comes from afar and 

stretches beyond you.

HANS-GEORG GADAMER

Though humans were anciently dubbed the “speaking animal” by Aristotle, only since the late 

nineteenth century have we defned ourselves in terms of our ability to communicate with one another. 

The intellectual, ethical, and politcal implicatons of this revolutonary change in self-descripton have 

not been sufciently traced. This book atempts to begin such a tracing. It is at once a critiue of the 

dream of communicaton as the mutual communion of souls, a genealogy of sources and scenes of the 

pervasive sense that communicaton is always breaking down, and a reclamaton of a way of thinking 

that avoids both the moral privilege of dialogue and the pathos of breakdown. I aim to trace the sources 

of modern ideas of communicaton and to understand why the modern experience of communicaton is 

so often marked by felt impasses.

“Communicaton” is one of the characteristc concepts of the twenteth century. It has become central 

to reflectons on democracy, love, and our changing tmes. Some of the chief dilemmas of our age, both 

public and personal, turn on communicaton or communicaton gone sour. A diverse company of 

thinkers—Marxists, Freudians, existentalists, feminists, ant-imperialists, sociologists, and philosophers 

of language, to name a few—have dealt with the tragedy, comedy, or absurdity of failed 

communicaton. The difculty of communicaton across various social boundaries—gender, class, race, 

age, religion, region, naton, and language—confronts us daily. But horizons of incommunicability loom 

beyond the merely human world as well, in the vexing iueston of communicaton with animals, 

extraterrestrials, and smart machines. Much in the century’s popular culture, especially science fcton, 

plays on how new symbol-processing machines allow for such dangers and delights as mind control or 

bodily transport. Likewise, much twenteth-century drama, art, cinema, and literature examines the 

impossibility of communicaton between people. One need only menton such playwrights as O’Neill, 

Becket, Sartre, Ionesco, Albee, or Havel or flmmakers such as Bergman, Antonioni, or Tarkovsky to 

evoke scenes of stammering face-to-face relatons. Intellectuals of all kinds have likewise found in 

communicaton a topic with which to explore the outer limits of human connecton and to weigh the 

demands we place on one another. Strother Martn’s line from the 1967 flm Cool Hand Luke, starring 

Paul Newman, has assumed an epochal signifcancen “What we have here is failure to communicate.”



“Communicaton” is a registry of modern longings. The term evokes a utopia where nothing is 

misunderstood, hearts are open, and expression is uninhibited. Desire being most intense when the 

object is absent, longings for communicaton also index a deep sense of derelicton in social 

relatonships. How did we get to the pass where such pathos ataches to the act of speaking with 

another person? How did it become possible to say that a man and woman “are tuned to diferent 

freiuencies”?1 How did a term once associated with successful transmission by telegraph, telephone, or

radio come to carry the politcal and intmate aspiratons of so many people in this age? Only moderns 

could be facing each other and be worried about “communicatng” as if they were thousands of miles 

apart. “Communicaton” is a rich tangle of intellectual and cultural strands that encodes our tme’s 

confrontatons with itself. To understand communicaton is to understand much more. An apparent 

answer to the painful divisions between self and other, private and public, and inner thought and outer 

word, the noton illustrates our strange lives at this point in history. It is a sink into which most of our 

hopes and fears seem to be poured.

The Historicity of Communicaton

My aim is not to explore the full variety of communicaton problems as reflected in the thought and 

culture of the twenteth century, but rather to tell the story of how communicaton became such trouble

for us. My strategy follows a distncton Walter Benjamin made between modes of historical narraton. 

One mode he called historicismn it regarded history as preconsttuted and given, a contnuous chain of 

causes and efects existng in a homogeneous space-tme contnuum. The past waited demurely for the 

historian to conjure it up. The scholar needed only to call (with sufcient patence and rigor) and history 

would respond, telling of things as they really were. The other mode—the one Benjamin preferred, as I 

do—saw in every act of historical narraton a constructvist principle. The historian did not wait for the 

past to speak its fullness but was an actvist who brought ages into alignment with each other. Time, for 

Benjamin, is not just a contnuumm it is full of ruptures and shortcuts—“wormholes,” we might say. 

Benjamin is thinking of the medieval noton of tme as nunc stans, an eternal present (Jetztzeit in his 

German), but as is always true in his work, the mystcal sources are not wifty dreaming but have shrewd 

relevance to concrete concerns. The present becomes intelligible as it is aligned with a past moment 

with which it has a secret afnity. There is a simultaneity not only across space, but across tme as well. 

The Roman Republic and the French Revoluton, though nearly two millennia apart, are more closely 

linked than 1788 and 1789, separated by only a year. Fashion illustrates such simultaneityn in some 

periods past styles (swing music, sideburns, bell-botoms) are dead and of-limits, and in others they are 

suddenly current again. The past lives selectvely in the present. History works not in a solely linear way 

but by being arranged into various constellatons.2

What these reflectons mean for this book is that I try to illuminate the present by excavatng several 

past moments with which I believe it has an afnity. There is litle here that is directly about television, 

cinema, or the Internet, and not much beyond the mid-twenteth century. Yet late nineteenth-century 

studies in psychical research (chapters 2 and 5) or 1930s worries about how to create a warm human 

presence over radio (chapter 5), I believe, illuminate with some precision the iuestons—virtual reality, 

cloning, cyborgs, and global ethernets—facing us at the turn of the millennium. In the same way, such 

fgures as Socrates and Jesus (chapter 1) or Augustne and John Locke (chapter 2) might not have a 

demonstrable role in the historical semantcs of “communicaton,” but they are good to think with. With

brilliance and artculateness, they lay out arguments and concerns that in current thinking are often 



muffled at best. Such thinkers as these make our own thoughts more fluent. All history writng, of 

course, is a commentary on its own age, even (or especially) that which claims to be most true to the 

past. Benjamin simply makes the historian’s role in creatng the alignments explicit.

One might ask, Why my insistence on the historicity of “communicaton”? Isn’t communicaton an issue 

that mystfes people everywhere? That communicaton troubles are writen into the human conditon is

in one sense surely true. William James put it well in his Principles of Psychology (1890)n

One great splitng of the whole universe into two halves is made by each of usm and for each of us 

almost all of the interest ataches to one of the halvesm but we all draw the line of division between 

them in a diferent place. When I say that we all call the two halves by the same names, and that those 

names are “me” and “not me” respectvely, it will at once be seen what I mean. The altogether uniiue 

kind of interest which each human mind feels in those parts of creaton which it can call me or mine may

be a moral riddle, but it is a fundamental psychological fact. . . . Each of us dichotomizes the Kosmos in a 

diferent place.3

Our sensatons and feelings are, physiologically speaking, uniiuely our own. My nerve endings terminate

in my own brain, not yours. No central exchange exists where I can patch my sensory inputs into yours, 

nor is there any sort of “wireless” contact through which to transmit my immediate experience of the 

world to you. James took the mutual insulaton of consciousness to be given in the human conditon. Of 

the isolaton of diferent people’s streams of thought, James wroten “The breaches between such 

thoughts are the most absolute breaches in nature.”4 In this view, humans are hardwired by the privacy 

of their experience to have communicaton problems.

James may well be right that all humans naturally have a privileged relaton to themselves such that 

direct sharing of consciousness is impossible. Even though the impossibility of immediate 

communicaton between minds may be a fundamental psychological fact (or at least the fundamental 

fact of the feld of psychology), it is important to note that we have not always talked this way about our

mutual relatons. Even though people’s eyes and ears had been receiving apparently “private” data for 

thousands of years, James lived in a world in which breaches between individual minds had wider social 

and politcal relevance. There is, in other words, something historical and contngent about James’s 

discovery of something transhistorical and given. Even though today “communicaton” might seem a 

fxed problem for the human species, from cave dwellers to postmoderns, only in James’s lifetme 

(1842–1910) did communicaton aciuire its grandeur and pathos as a concept. Two words coined in the 

late nineteenth century mark his intellectual horizon welln “solipsism” in 1874 and “telepathy” in 1882. 

(The later was a brainchild of James’s colleague in psychical research, Frederic W. H. Myers). Both 

reflect an individualist culture in which the walls surrounding the mind were a problem, whether 

blissfully thin (telepathy) or terrifyingly impermeable (solipsism). Since then, “communicaton” has 

simultaneously called up the dream of instantaneous access and the nightmare of the labyrinth of 

solitude.

This dualism of “communicaton”—at once bridge and chasm—arose from new technologies and their 

spiritualist recepton, which capped a long traditon of speculatng about immaterial mental contact 

(chapter 2). Briefly, technologies such as the telegraph and radio refted the old term “communicaton,”

once used for any kind of physical transfer or transmission, into a new kind of iuasi-physical connecton 

across the obstacles of tme and space. Thanks to electricity, communicaton could now take place 

regardless of impediments such as distance or embodiment. The term conjured up a long traditon of 



dreams about angelic messengers and communion between separated lovers. “Communicaton” 

seemed far superior to the age-old grubby face-to-face work of making lives together in language. It was

swift as lightning, subtle as the ether, and wordless as thoughts of love. Interpersonal relatons gradually

became redescribed in the technical terms of transmission at a distance—making contact, tuning in or 

out, being on the same wavelength, getng good or bad vibes, or “Earth to Herbert, come in please!” 

Communicaton in this sense makes problems of relatonships into problems of proper tuning or noise 

reducton.

As I examine such media of transmission and recording as the post ofce, telephone, camera, 

phonograph, and radio in later chapters, my focus will be not on how they afected face-to-face 

communicaton as an already consttuted zone of human actvity, but rather on how such media made 

“communicaton” possible as a concept in the frst place, with all its misfres, mismatches, and skewed 

efects. The potentals for disrupton in long-distance “communicaton”—lost leters, wrong numbers, 

dubious signals from the dead, downed wires, and missed deliveries—have since come to describe the 

vexatons of face-to-face converse as well. Communicaton as a person-to-person actvity became 

thinkable only in the shadow of mediated communicaton. Mass communicaton came frst. Already in 

what is perhaps the frst, and certainly the most artculate, account of communicaton as an ideal of 

interpersonal understanding—Plato’s Phaedrus—communicaton is defned in contrast to its perversion 

(by manipulaton, rhetoric, and writng). Communicaton is a homeopathic remedyn the disease and the 

cure are in cahoots. It is a compensatory ideal whose force depends on its contrast with failure and 

breakdown. Miscommunicaton is the scandal that motvates the very concept of communicaton in the 

frst place.5

The Varied Senses of “Communicaton”

One might fairly object that I have unfairly narrowed the meaning of “communicaton.” The term 

deserves a closer analysis. Like many notons hailed as unmixed goods, it sufers from the misfortune of 

conceptual confusion. Confusion, if it suggests the mixing of well-defned intellectual contours, may 

even be too precise a term, since “communicaton” in much contemporary discourse exists as a sort of ill

formed, undiferentated conceptual germ plasm. Rarely has any idea been so infested with plattudes. 

Communicaton is good, mutuality is good, more sharing is betern these seemingly obvious dicta, 

because unexamined, sweep too much under the rug. I wish it were easier to fnd arguments by thinkers

defending such propositons explicitly and rigorously. Because “communicaton” has become the 

property of politcians and bureaucrats, technologists and therapists, all eager to demonstrate their 

recttude as good communicators, its popularity has exceeded its clarity. Those seeking to make the 

term theoretcally precise for academic study have sometmes ended up only formalizing the miasma 

from the culture more generally.6 The conseiuence is that the philosophically richest thinking about 

communicaton, taken as the problem of intersubjectvity or breakdowns in mutual understanding, is 

often found in those who make litle use of the word.7

“Communicaton” is a word with a rich history. From the Latn communicare, meaning to impart, share, 

or make common, it entered the English language in the fourteenth and ffteenth centuries. The key root

is mun- (not uni-), related to such words as “munifcent,” “community,” “meaning,” and Gemeinschaft. 

The Latn munus has to do with gifts or dutes ofered publicly—including gladiatorial shows, tributes, 

and rites to honor the dead. In Latn, communicato did not signify the general arts of human connecton

via symbols, nor did it suggest the hope for some kind of mutual recogniton. Its sense was not in the 



least mentalistcn communicato generally involved tangibles. In classical rhetorical theory communicato

was also a technical term for a stylistc device in which an orator assumes the hypothetcal voice of the 

adversary or audiencem communicato was less authentc dialogue than the simulaton of dialogue by a 

single speaker.8

As in Latn, one dominant branch of meaning in “communicaton” has to do with impartng, iuite apart 

from any noton of a dialogic or interactve process. Thus communicaton can mean partaking, as in 

being a communicant (partaking of holy communion). Here “communicaton” suggests belonging to a 

social body via an expressive act that reiuires no response or recogniton. To communicate by 

consuming bread and wine is to signify membership in a communion of saints both living and dead, but 

it is not primarily a message-sending actvity (except perhaps as a social ritual to please others or as a 

message to the self or to God). Moreover, here to “communicate” is an act of receiving, not of sendingm 

more precisely, it is to send by receiving. A related sense is the noton of a scholarly “communicaton” 

(monograph) or a “communicaton” as a message or notce. Here is no sense of exchange, though some 

sort of audience, however vague or dispersed, is implied. Communicaton can also mean connecton or 

linkage. In the nineteenth-century United States, “steam communicaton” could mean the railroad. In 

Hawthorne’s House of the Seven Gables we readn “She approached the door that formed the customary 

communicaton between the house and garden.” In the sense of linkage, communicaton could also 

mean coitus.9 Curiously, “communicaton” once meant what we now call intercourse, while 

“intercourse” once meant what we now call communicaton (the varietes of human dealings). The 

ambiguous term “relatons” underlies both.

Another branch of meaning involves transfer or transmission. The sense of physical transfer—such as 

the communicaton of heat, light, magnetsm, or gifts—is now largely archaic, but it is the root, as I 

argue in chapter 2, of the noton of communicaton as the transfer of psychical enttes such as ideas, 

thoughts, or meanings. When John Locke speaks of “Communicaton of Thoughts,” he is taking a term 

with a physical acceptaton and appropriatng it for social uses. Here too there is nothing necessarily 

two-way about communicaton. One can speak of the one-way transmissions of advertsing and public 

relatons as communicatons, even if no response is possible or desired. One senses that the purveyors 

of these things would like them to work like communicable diseases, another transmissive sense of the 

term. A third branch of meaning is communicaton as exchange, that is, as transfer tmes two. 

Communicaton in this sense is supposed to involve interchange, mutuality, and some kind of 

reciprocity. The nature of the exchange can vary. Communicaton can mean something like the 

successful linkage of two separate termini, as they say in telegraphy. Here simply getng through, as in 

delivery of mail or e-mail, is enough to consttute communicaton. If both ends know the message has 

arrived, then communicaton has occurred. A further, colloiuial sense of communicaton calls for the 

exchange of open and frank talk between intmates or coworkers.10 Here communicaton does not 

mean simply talkm it refers to a special kind of talk distnguished by intmacy and disclosure. An even 

more intense sense of communicaton as exchange dispenses with talk altogether and posits a meetng 

of minds, psychosemantc sharing, even fusion of consciousness. As Leo Lowenthal put it, “True 

communicaton entails a communion, a sharing of inner experience.”11 Although Lowenthal is not 

necessarily saying we can share inner experience without the materiality of words, he nicely states the 

high-stakes defniton of communicaton as contact between interiorites. And though clearly not the 

only defniton of communicaton, it is the one that has risen to prominence in the past century. Here 

the normatve pathos is most intense.



“Communicaton” can also serve, in a much more modest way, as a blanket term for the various modes 

of symbolic interacton. Here communicaton is free of special pleading about what we humans should 

be capable of but is a descriptve term for our relatons in signifcaton. There is something of this in the 

King James translaton of Mat. 5n37, “But let your communicaton be, Yea, yeam Nay, nayn for 

whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil.” Here communicaton translates logos, one of the richest 

words in the Greek lexicon. Ranging across such senses as word, argument, discourse, speech, story, 

book, and reason, logos served as an overall term for the capacites that followed from the fact that 

humans, as Aristotle said, are animals possessing the word. Mat. 5n37 suggests that our speech be 

simple, but the usage suggests a general policy about humans and the logos.

“Communicaton” can mean something similarly general. As Charles Horton Cooley wrote in 1909, “By 

Communicaton is here meant the mechanism through which human relatons develop—all the symbols 

of the mind, together with the means of conveying them through space and preserving them in tme.” In

this book I will use “communicatons” in the plural in this sense. As Raymond Williams puts it in a 

serviceable but too psychological defniton, communicatons are “the insttutons and forms in which 

ideas, informaton, and attudes are transmited and received.”12 They might include tombs, 

hieroglyphics, writng, coins, cathedrals, stamps, flags, clocks, the press, the post, telegraphy, 

photography, cinema, telephony, phonography, radio, television, cable, computer, the Internet, 

multmedia, virtual reality, or any other signifying medium.13 “Communicaton,” in contrast, I take as 

the project of reconciling self and other. The mistake is to think that communicatons will solve the 

problems of communicaton, that beter wiring will eliminate the ghosts.

Although I am skeptcal that the word “communicaton” can ever fully shake the ghosts of wordless 

contact, the term marks out a marvelous zone for iniuiryn the natural history of our talkatve species. 

Communicaton theory claims this zone. As I argue below, the noton of communicaton theory is no 

older than the 1940s (when it meant a mathematcal theory of signal processing), and no one had 

isolated “communicaton” as an explicit problem tll the 1880s and 1890s. Throughout I use 

“communicaton theory” not to refer to any extant practce of iniuiry, but in a loose, ahistorical sense 

for a vision of the human conditon as in some fundamental way communicatve, as anchored in the 

logos. In this way communicaton theory becomes consubstantal with ethics, politcal philosophy, and 

social theory in its concern for relatons between self and other, self and self, and closeness and distance

in social organizaton. Though few of the fgures examined in this book had any noton of 

“communicaton theory,” our current situaton allows us to fnd things in their texts that were never 

there before. As Benjamin knew, the present can confgure the past so as to open up new points of 

rendezvous.

Sortng Theoretcal Debates in (and via) the 1920s

These terminological distnctons do not exhaust the variety of conceptons about communicaton. At 

two points in the twenteth century, communicaton was an especially hot topic of intellectual debaten 

after World War I and after World War II. These debates clarify the varietes of this plastc concept and 

also provide a more contemporary window for approaching the rest of the book.

All the intellectual optons in communicaton theory since that tme were already visible in the 1920s. In 

philosophy, “communicaton” was a central concept. Major works probing the possibilites and limits of 

communicaton include Karl Jaspers, Psychologie der Weltanschaaungen (1919)m Ludwig Witgenstein, 



Tractatus Logico-philosophicus (1922)m Martn Buber, I and Thou (1923)m C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, 

The Meaning of Meaning (1923)m John Dewey, Experience and Nature (1925)m Martn Heidegger, Being 

and Time (1927)m and Sigmund Freud, Civilizaton and Its Discontents (1930). In social thought more 

generally, large-scale communicaton to the many, be they “crowd,” “mass,” “people,” or “public,” was a

theme in such works as Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (1922)m Ferdinand Tönnies, Kritk der 

öfentlichen Meinung (1922)m Edward Bernays, Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923)m Georg Lukács, History 

and Class Consciousness (1923)m Carl Schmit, The Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy (1923, 1926)m 

Dewey, The Public and Its Problems (1927)m Harold Lasswell, Propaganda Techniiue in the World War 

(1927)m and Freud, Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego (1922). Modernist masterpieces by 

Eliot, Hemingway, Kafa, Proust, Rilke, and Woolf all explored breakdowns in communicaton. The dada 

movement, at its height during the war, actvely provoked such breakdowns. Surrealism countered by 

fnding connecton everywhere. Everywhere, “communicaton” was on the agenda.

“Communicaton” meant very diferent things in this highly diverse body of work. In one view, 

communicaton signifed something like the dispersion of persuasive symbols in order to manage mass 

opinion. Such theorists as Lippmann, Bernays, and Lasswell all ofered a historical narratve about the 

increasing importance of “communicaton” and “propaganda” in modern society. Industrializaton, 

urbanizaton, societal ratonalizaton, psychological research, and novel instruments of communicaton 

all provided unprecedented conditons for the manufacture of consent among dispersed populatons. 

The experience of the First World War, moreover, proved that symbols are not just aesthetc ornaments 

but prime movers of social organizaton. Strategically cultvated perceptons lost or won batles and sent

men in the trenches to their graves. Lasswell, for one, argued the inevitability of manipulaton as a 

principle of modern social order and its superiority to the earlier reliance on more brutal forms of social 

controln “If the mass will be free of chains of iron, it must accept its chains of silver.”14

The scale, systematcity, and putatve efectveness of mass-communicated symbols raised tough 

iuestons for the future of democracy. If the will of the people, the feste Burg of democratc theory, was

litle more than a bog of stereotypes, censorship, inatenton, and libido to be manipulated by experts or

demagogues, what did that say about the ratonality of the public? Diferent authors had diferent 

answers to this iueston. Walter Lippmann argued for the obsolescence of popular sovereignty and its 

replacement by expert rule. His belief in the manipulability of the many, however, was tempered by an 

eiually strong sense of the impenetrability of the peoplen popular irratonality could be both malleable 

and intransigent. Carl Schmit, the brilliant conservatve politcal theorist who was later briefly Kronjurist

for the Nazis, thought people’s faith that government business got done through public discussion in a 

parliament that reflected public opinion in general was litle more than a joke. It is “as though someone 

had painted the radiator of a modern central-heatng system with red flames in order to give the 

appearance of a blazing fre.”15 At the opposite end of the politcal spectrum, Marxist theoretcian 

Georg Lukács saw the art of party organizaton as not just a technical but an intellectual (geistge) issue 

for the revoluton. The revolutonary process was inseparable from the development of class 

consciousness on the part of the proletariat and hence involved choosing the right slogans and rallying 

cries.16 Whereas Lippmann saw the calculated producton of public opinion as proof of the unfeasibility 

of popular democracy, Lukács saw such producton as precisely the necessary prelude to revolutonary 

acton. Neither, however, believed in the spontaneous self-organizaton of popular willm each gave a 

major role to a “vanguard,” whether of social-scientfc experts (Lippmann) or intellectual party leaders 

(Lukács). Communicaton, in short, was conceived of as the power to bind a far-flung populace together 



for good or illm it had the stuf to make or break politcal order, a noton that also informs, alas, another 

book of the period, Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf (1925).

A second vision saw communicaton as the means to purge semantc dissonance and thereby open a 

path to more ratonal social relatons. It is closely related to the propaganda view as cure is related to 

disease. The Meaning of Meaning (1923) by the Cambridge critcs C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards is 

probably the best exhibit of this view and, even more, of the dominant view of communicaton as the 

accurate sharing of consciousness. Their twin enemies were “the impasse of solipsism” and the 

“veritable orgy of verbomania” in the modern world, classic 1920s worries about inaccessible 

individuality and mass gullibility. (These concerns recapitulate the solipsism/telepathy dualism.) Their 

project was a “science of symbolism” that would have widespread applicaton in clearing up controversy

and confusion in human intercourse. Ogden and Richards believed that many troubles resulted from 

mixing the symbolic and emotve functons of language, “the same words being used at once to make 

statements and to excite attudes.” (There’s the old bugaboon one word, many uses.) Their diagnosis of 

modern democracy could be Lippmann’sn “New millions of partcipants in the control of general afairs 

must now atempt to form personal opinions upon maters which were once left to only a few. At the 

same tme the complexity of these maters has immensely increased.” But their remedy difered. 

Lippmann argued that such complexity reiuired shifting the burden of rule from the people to experts, 

but Ogden and Richards called for an educated publicn “The alternatve [to elite rule] is to raise the level 

of communicaton through a direct study of its conditons, its dangers, and its difcultes. The practcal 

side of this undertaking is, if communicaton be taken in its widest sense, Educaton.”17

Communicaton, for Ogden and Richards, thus has both a macro and a micro applicaton. Their 

purifcaton of the language of the tribe would help at both internatonal and interpersonal levels. In a 

long Britsh traditon distrustng the deceit of words found in such thinkers as Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, 

Hume, Bentham, and Russell, Ogden and Richards viewed language as a necessary but flawed 

instrumentn “Words . . . are at present a very imperfect means of communicaton.” Indeed, Ogden spent 

three decades proselytzing on behalf of “Basic” English (Britsh American Scientfc Internatonal 

Commercial), a proposed universal language consistng of 850 English words. (Note that each word in 

the acronym represents an empire.) Language tes us dangerously to our primeval originsn “Tens of 

thousands of years have elapsed since we shed our tails, but we are stll communicatng with a medium 

developed to meet the needs of arboreal man.” Indeed, the word-magic so prominent in early human 

cultures—the belief that the name gives power over the thing—has not declined but increased in the 

twenteth century, thanks to the ability of the “symbolic apparatus” to disseminate clichss. Whereas 

propaganda preyed on atavistc word madness, semantc analysis would provide a medium of 

communicaton for the needs of modern scientfc men and women.18

At the interpersonal level, the chief danger was the mismatching of intentonn “Normally, whenever we 

hear anything said we spring spontaneously to an immediate conclusion, namely, that the speaker is 

referring to what we would be referring to were we speaking the words ourselves.” This conclusion they 

thought especially dubious where sharing ideas is the aim. Since meaning is in the mind of the beholder, 

the labyrinth of solipsism always looms. “In most maters, the possible treachery of words can only be 

controlled through defnitons, and the greater the number of such alternatve locutons available the 

less is the risk of discrepancy, provided that we do not suppose symbols to have ‘meaning’ on their own 

account, and so people the world with fcttous enttes.” The fear of fctons, the risk of discrepancy, the



need of a scientfc metalanguage, and the horror of populatng the universe with anchorless meanings

—these positons resound in later semantc views of both communicaton and its failures.

Communicaton for Ogden and Richards was not the coordinaton of acton or the revelaton of 

otherness, but a matching of minds, a consensus in idemn “A language transacton or a communicaton 

may be defned as a use of symbols in such a way that acts of reference occur in a hearer which are 

similar in all relevant respects to those which are symbolized by them in the speaker.” This formulaton, 

to be sure, makes pragmatc allowance for slippage (“similar in all relevant respects”), but the criterion 

of successful communicaton remains the identty of consciousness between speaker and hearer. 

Psychology therefore remains the best science for studying communicatonn “It is evident that the 

problem for the theory of communicaton is the delimitaton and analysis of psychological contexts, an 

inductve problem exactly the same in form as the problems of the other sciences.” Compared with 

other positons we will examine, theirs is siuarely in the traditon of communicaton as contact between

minds via some delicate and error-prone sign medium. Communicaton is as rare and fragile as crystal. 

Their mentalism logically entails the specter of miscommunicaton, for if meanings inhere not in words 

but in minds or references to objects, nothing can guarantee successful transit across the distance 

between two minds. They are the true heirs of John Locke, whose noton of communicaton I discuss in 

chapter 2. Their utopia of a concourse of consciousnesses can become the maze of isolated souls whose 

gestures of communicaton are nothing but impossible gambits. Litle wonder this lonely crowd is so 

vulnerable to the wiles of propaganda!19

Ogden and Richards’s fear of solipsism was echoed in the modernist masterworks of the 1920s, which 

gives us a third conceptonn communicaton as an insurmountable barrier. Propaganda analysis was 

driven by the modernizaton of society and politcsm the sense of impossibility was at the heart of literary

and aesthetc modernism. One worried about one-way communicaton, the other about no-way 

communicaton. Dramas of interpersonal desolaton, for example, are at the core of T. S. Eliot’s 

enormously influental poem The Waste Land (1922). The poem’s once notorious difculty forces 

communicaton breakdown in the very act of reading and consists, in large part, of a series of tableaux 

of communicaton breakdown, usually fgured as sexual malfuncton. The desire to connect always failsn

—Yet when we came back, late, from the hyacinth garden,

Your arms full, and your hair wet, I could not

Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither

Living nor dead, and I knew nothing,

Looking into the heart of light, the silence.

(LINES 37–41)

I have heard the key

Turn in the door once and turn once only

We think of the key, each in his prison

Thinking of the key, each confrms a prison.



(LINES 411–14)

Kafa’s posthumous The Castle (1926) is a novel of shadowboxing with an insttutonal other whose 

identty and motves remain forever enigmatc. For Kafa, as I will argue in chapter 5, interpersonal 

communicaton is no diferent from mass communicatonn both are broadcasts to invisible, absent, or 

veiled audiences. Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse (1927) probes the gendered dimension to the 

modernist soul box by playing the oceanlike, infnitely sympathetc and mutable consciousness of Mrs. 

Ramsay of the cold, scimitarlike, logical mind of Professor Ramsay. Lukács’s History and Class 

Consciousness, in turn, gives a class analysis. He sees solitary selfood not as a general existental 

conditon but as a specifcally bourgeois plightn the system of private property creates souls who know 

only the freedom of preying on other isolated individuals. Solipsism in philosophy is the correlate of 

lived conditons. “Capitalist reifcaton brings about simultaneously an overindividualizaton and a 

mechanical objectfcaton of people.” Lukács’s analysis gives us a way to see 1920s worries about 

isolaton and propaganda as two sides of the same coin.20 Much of the dark side of communicaton was 

frst traced not in Ingmar Bergman’s flms or Samuel Becket’s plays, but in Weimar Germany and by 

writers of the lost generaton. In any case, the specter of claustrophobic selfood has resonated through

the art and social thought of the twenteth century, with its accompanying fear of the impossibility of 

communicaton.

Thus far, these three visions show important contnuites with the late nineteenth century. The dream of

perfect communicaton through semantcs recapitulates the dream of telepathy, a meetng of minds 

that would leave no remainder. The fear of inescapable solipsism recurs in the microdramas of 

modernist literature. Again, communicaton as bridge always means an abyss is somewhere near. And 

even in the propaganda view, the antnomy recursn communicaton working telepathically has an evil 

twin in the specter of the mesmerized mass in the clutches of the leader, just as the fear of closed 

consciousness appears at the mass level as the fear of the lonely crowd, atomized and mutually 

oblivious. As I will argue in chapter 2, the dream of mental contact sets up the nightmare of mutual 

isolaton. Longing for shared interiority, the horror of inaccessibility, and impatence with the humble 

means of language—these are the attudes that “communicaton” typically instlls and that I want to 

combat.

Two other visions of communicaton from the 1920s remainn those of Martn Heidegger and John 

Dewey. These are paths less taken but are fertle sources of communicaton theory that I want to 

rehabilitate. Despite their profound diferences, each rejects the mentalist vision and its accompanying 

subjectvizaton of meaningm each makes an end run around the solipsism/telepathy couplet. Heidegger’s

Being and Time (1927), perhaps the single most influental work in twenteth-century philosophy, 

announced its distaste for any noton of communicaton as mental sharingn “Communicaton [Miteilung]

is never anything like a transportaton of experiences, such as opinions and wishes, from the interior of 

one subject into the interior of another.”21 The transmission of messages or asserton of facts was for 

Heidegger a special casem more fundamentally, Miteilung is the interpretve artculaton of our 

“thrownness” into a world together with other people. Being with others is fundamental to our 

existence. To be human is to be linguistc and social. Speech can make our relatons explicit, but there is 

no iueston for Heidegger of communicaton’s failing between people any more than there is of 

people’s ceasing to dwell in societes and in language. We are bound together in existental and lived 

ways before we even open our mouths to speak. Communicaton here does not involve transmitng 

informaton about one’s intentonalitym rather, it entails bearing oneself in such a way that one is open 



to hearing the other’s otherness. As in Jaspers’s Psychology of World-Views (1919) or Buber’s I and Thou

(1923), here communicaton is about the consttuton of relatonships, the revelaton of otherness, or 

the breaking of the shells that encase the self, not about the sharing of private mental property.

Certainly communicaton has its dangers for Heidegger. Whereas for Ogden and Richards the chief worry

is discrepancy or clouded meaning, for Heidegger it is inauthentcity. The chater of the crowd and the 

brooding omnipresence of “das Man”—a coinage variously translated as the “anonymous anyone” or 

the “they-self”—threatens to drown out “the call of conscience” and the care (Sorge) of being. The 

dictatorship of “das Man” is inconspicuous and hard to detect, but it can swallow up authentc 

selfood.22 Heidegger claimed to be describing a perennial existental possibility in human life—the 

descent into distracton—but in fact it has a clear historical and politcal dimension. As Peter Sloterdijk 

puts it, “Everything we have heard about [das Man] would be, in the fnal analysis, inconceivable 

without the preconditon of the Weimar Republic with its hectc postwar life feeling, its mass media, its 

Americanism, its entertainment and culture industry, its advanced system of distracton.”23

The politcal dimension is also clear in Heidegger’s disdain for the public sphere. Like his fellow Nazi Carl 

Schmit, Heidegger took politcs as a mater of sortng out friends and enemies, not of compromise and 

discussion. Government by public opinion was a prescripton for the reign of chater. In contrast to 

Ogden and Richards, Lippmann, and Dewey, Heidegger found the iueston of how to provide accurate 

informaton to the citzenry all but irrelevant. He wasted no love on the democratc public. His noton of 

communicaton was neither semantc (meanings exchanged) nor pragmatc (actons coordinated) but 

world disclosing (otherness opened).24 Communicaton as the revelaton of being to itself through 

language resounds variously through those influenced by Heidegger—Sartre, Levinas, Arendt, Marcuse, 

Leo Strauss, Derrida, Foucault, and many more. Some took his vision as an agonistcs of impossible 

dialogue, others as a mode of authentc encounter, but no one in the Heideggerian inheritance has any 

tme for communicaton as informaton exchange.

John Dewey, also writng in 1927, was eiually concerned with distractonn “No one knows how much of 

the frothy excitement of life, of mania for moton, of fretul discontent, of need for artfcial stmulaton, 

is the expression of frantc search for something to fll the void caused by the loosening of bonds which 

hold persons together in immediate community of experience.” Dewey’s historical account of such froth

is more precise than Heidegger’sn the coniuest of scale through technology and industry and the 

subseiuent disappearance of the face-to-face community. Like Heidegger, Dewey eschewed a semantc 

view of language as intermental plumbing, carrying “thought as a pipe carries water.” The mediaton of 

thought by language was not dangerous, but fruitul and necessary. He viewed as folly the atempt to 

create a consensus in idem between isolated individuals, in either a spiritualist or a scientfc guise. In his

educatonal ambiton, however, he was more like Ogden and Richards than Heideggern he aimed for the 

reinvigoraton of communicaton on a large scale to correct for the loss of “immediate community of 

experience.”25 Dewey’s concepton of communicaton as pragmatc making-do in community life 

represents a fnal strand for analysis.

Like the other pragmatsts, and like Hegel, Dewey regarded the universe as more than mater and mindn 

it was also the worlds that open up between people. What Hegel called Geist, Peirce called “thirdness,” 

and Royce called “the world of interpretaton,” Dewey called “experience”m in his very old age he 

proposed the term “culture” instead. For Dewey, communicaton went on in the public world of 

experience interwoven through shared signs and practcesm it could not be reduced to reference to 



objects without or psychic states within. To be sure, he thought the discovery of individual private 

experience “great and liberatng,” but it was also misleading if it painted communicaton as the juncton 

of two sovereign egos. With Heidegger he viewed language as the preconditon of thoughtn “Soliloiuy is 

the product and reflex of converse with othersm social communicaton not an efect of soliloiuy.”26 Thus

solipsism would be the luxury of already socialized individuals who had forgoten their histories.

Next to his onetme colleague George Herbert Mead, Dewey is perhaps the best exemplar of a theorist 

of communicaton as partaking. Like Mead, Dewey thought the ability to place oneself “at the 

standpoint of a situaton which two partes share” was the distnctve gift of humanity. Communicaton 

meant taking part in a collectve world, not sharing the secrets of consciousness. It involved the 

establishment of a setng in which “the actvity of each is regulated and modifed by partnership.” 

Meaning was not private propertyn rather, meaning was a “community of partaking,” “method of acton,

“way of using things as a means to a shared consummaton” or “possible interacton.”27 

Misunderstanding meant upset interacton, not minds failing to meld. Dewey’s analysis features the 

smoothness with which things get done in languagen we atend meetngs, play games, pay bills, arrange 

rides, make promises, and get married. The splendid weirdness of being (Heidegger) or the danger of 

populatng the universe with fctons (Ogden and Richards) seems remote indeed from the busy world of

Mr. Dewey. Yet Dewey is iuite close to Heidegger’s term Miteilungn mit   with, teilen   to share or 

divide. Communicaton in Dewey’s sense is partcipaton in the creaton of a collectve world, which is 

why communicaton for Dewey always raises the politcal problem of democracy.28

Dewey took the disappearance or distorton of partcipatory interacton as the most alienatng feature of

the age. Heidegger’s noton of the fall from authentc encounter was not entrely diferent. The noton 

that grace is found in dialogue was widely shared in social thinkers of the 1920sn Buber wanted to 

replace I-It relatonships with I-Thou onesm Heidegger called for authentc confrontatonsm Lukács called 

for a joyful reconciliaton of subject and object. That face-to-face dialogue or at least confrontaton 

ofered a way out from the crusts of modernity is one of the key themes in thinking about 

communicaton since the 1920s, in antmodern thinkers such as Witgenstein, Arendt, and Levinas, all of 

whom recognize the ultmate impossibility of dialogue, and in a host of lesser fgures who do not.

In sum, fve intertwined visions are clear in the 1920sn communicaton as the management of mass 

opinionm the eliminaton of semantc fogm vain sallies from the citadel of the selfm the disclosure of 

othernessm and the orchestraton of acton. Each captures a partcular practce. The variety of visions 

may be due in part to the variety of practces. Heidegger wants uncanny poetry in the woods, Ogden 

and Richards want universal clarity of meaning, Dewey wants practcal partcipaton and aesthetc 

release, Kafa narrates nightmares of interpersonal asymptotes, and Bernays wants to manufacture 

goodwill as Hitler wants to manufacture bad will. Heidegger’s celebraton of language’s uncanniness 

lives on in deconstructon’s repeated exposs of the impossibility of communicatonm Ogden and Richard’s

project survives in semantcs and in the culture of scientfc research more generally and informs what is 

probably stll the dominant view of communicaton, the successful replicaton of intentonsm and Dewey’s

vision antcipates language pragmatcs and speech act theory’s interest in language’s seemingly modest, 

but astounding, ability to bind people in acton. For Heidegger communicaton revealed our 

simultaneous togetherness/otherness as social beingsm for Ogden and Richards it allowed a clean 

meetng of mindsm and for Dewey it sustained the building of community and the dance of creaton.



Each of these fve views is also antcipated in earlier doctrines. Communicaton as propaganda was 

famously captured in the iuip of Juvenal, the Roman satrist, that it takes nothing more than panem et 

circenses to satsfy the masses—bread and circuses.29 The dream of mental conjuncton via semantc 

agreement was traced by John Locke, and the dream of shared consciousness reaches to medieval 

angelology and mystcism. The breakdown of communicaton was explored by Kierkegaard and 

Emerson, and Hegel saw communicaton as the staking of an existental claim to recogniton as a human 

among other humans. Finally, communicaton as the coordinaton of acton appears in the Britsh 

empiricists and is a central theme in pragmatsm before Dewey’s Experience and Nature.30 The 1920s 

serve as a window for both what has come since and what went before.

Today the most influental thinkers about communicaton are probably Jürgen Habermas and Emmanuel

Levinas. Certainly each has much of originality. But their lineages are clear enough. Habermas, like 

Dewey (though it is Mead he more freiuently invokes), takes communicaton as a mode of acton that 

not only implicates a morally autonomous self but is also a process that, if generalized, entails the 

creaton of a democratc community. Habermas is emphatc that communicaton is not the sharing of 

consciousness but rather the coordinaton of acton oriented to deliberaton about justce. The term has 

for him an undeniable normatve tnt.31 Levinas, in turn, builds on the phenomenological inheritance of 

Husserl and Heidegger to understand communicaton not as fusion, informaton exchange, or conjoint 

actvity but as a caress. The failure to communicate is not a moral failure, it is a ftng demise for a 

flawed project. As he wrote in 1947 of modernist isolatonn “The theme of solitude and the breakdown 

of human communicaton are viewed by modern literature and thought as the fundamental obstacle to 

human brotherhood. The pathos of socialism breaks against the eternal Bastlle in which each person 

remains his own prisoner, locked up with himself when the party is over, the crowd gone, and the 

torches extnguished. The despair felt at the impossibility of communicaton . . . marks the limits of all 

pity, generosity, and love. . . . But if communicaton bears the mark of failure or inauthentcity in this 

way, it is because it is sought as a fusion.”32 The failure of communicaton, he argues, allows precisely 

for the burstng open of pity, generosity, and love. Such failure invites us to fnd ways to discover others 

besides knowing. Communicaton breakdown is thus a salutary check on the hubris of the ego. 

Communicaton, if taken as the reduplicaton of the self (or its thoughts) in the other, deserves to crash, 

for such an understanding is in essence a pogrom against the distnctness of human beings.

The task today, I will argue, is to renounce the dream of communicaton while retaining the goods it 

invokes. To say that communicaton in the sense of shared minds is impossible is not to say that we 

cannot cooperate splendidly. (This was precisely Dewey’s point.) On the other hand, to point to the 

pervasiveness of pragmatc coordinaton is also not to say that no abysses loom in the self and the other.

(This was precisely Heidegger’s point.) Habermas, to my taste, underplays the strangeness of languagem 

his French foes such as Derrida (himself importantly influenced by Levinas) underplay its instrumentality.

Each of the Dewey-Habermas and Heidegger-Levinas-Derrida lineages grasps important truths about 

communicaton that are inaccessible to the propagandists, semantcists, and solipsists in our midst, but 

neither has iuite the full palete of colors. The one positon has too much gravity while the other floats 

in a zero-gravity chamber. Habermas’s sobriety misses what Charles Sanders Peirce called the play of 

musementm Derrida’s revelry misses the ordinariness of talk.

The task is to fnd an account of communicaton that erases neither the curious fact of otherness at its 

core nor the possibility of doing things with words. Language is resistant to our intent and often, in 

Heidegger’s phrase, speaks usm but it is also the most reliable means of persuasion we know. Though 



language is a dark vessel that does not iuite carry what I, as a speaking self, might think it does, it stll 

manages to coordinate acton more often than not. This middle positon is represented in recent 

debates by Paul Ricoeur and Hans-Georg Gadamer, but I also want to identfy it with a pragmatsm open 

to both the uncanny and the practcal. Pragmatsm, in its Emersonian lineage, remembers both the 

wildness of the signs and tokens around us and the massively practcal fact that we must fnd ways to 

get on with business. Dewey and Habermas know the later but generally forget the former, an oblivion 

that stains their vision of democracy through dialogue.

Technical and Therapeutc Discourses after World War II

A key feature of 1920s thinking was the lack of any distncton between face-to-face and mass 

communicaton. “Mass media,” a term freshly minted in the 1920s, consttuted a vague horizonn the 

shadow of “the symbolic apparatus” (Ogden and Richards), “distracton” (Heidegger), “instrumentalites 

of communicaton” (Dewey), “advertsing mediums” (Bernays), or “chains of silver” (Lasswell) loomed. 

The idea of “mass media” as a distnct feld of insttutonal and discursive actvity, however, had not yet 

appeared. “Communicaton” was a term without specifcatons of scale. It could occur in mass educaton

or in a dyad. In the 1930s, the basis for contrast between mass communicaton and interpersonal 

communicaton began to developm communicaton began to split of from communicatons. The 1930s 

saw the rise of an empirically oriented social research traditon—often with commercial relevance—on 

the content, audiences, and efects of new mass media, especially radio, Paul F. Lazarsfeld being the key 

fgurem a sustained body of social theory and social critcism, much of it concerned with communicaton 

and its distorton in mass culture, from the German Jewish smigrss of the Frankfurt schoolm and the brief

heyday of propaganda analysis, which aimed to slice through the cognitve smokescreens abroad in the 

land. Though characteristc attudes developed in the 1930s about the social meaning of the mass 

media—as relatvely harmless providers of entertainment or powerful consciousness industries—and 

much work of importance was done in additon to that mentoned, such as in Antonio Gramsci’s Prison 

Notebooks, Q. D. Leavis’s Ficton and the Reading Public (1932), Dewey’s Art and Experience (1934), 

Rudolf Arnheim’s Radio (1936), and works by Kenneth Burke, the next explosion of intellectual and 

public interest in “communicaton” came after the war.

The late 1940s was probably the single grandest moment in the century’s confrontaton with 

communicaton. One source was the excitement around informaton theory (originally in fact known as 

communicaton theory). Informaton theory developed from what might be called the “informaton 

practce” of telecommunicatons, specifcally from research on telephony at Bell Laboratories startng in 

the 1920s and on cryptography during the war. Claude Shannon’s Mathematcal Theory of 

Communicaton (1948) was many things to many people.33 It gave scientsts a fascinatng account of 

informaton in terms of the old thermodynamic favorite, entropy, gave AT&T a technical defniton of 

signal redundancy and hence a recipe for “shaving” freiuencies in order to ft more calls on one line, 

and gave American intellectual life a vocabulary well suited to the country’s newly confrmed status as 

military and politcal world leader. “Communicaton theory” was explicitly a theory of “signals” and not 

of “signifcance.” But as the terms difused through intellectual life—and they did so at violent speed—

these provisos were litle heeded.34 “Informaton” became a substantve and communicaton theory 

became an account of meaning as well as of channel capacity. Indeed, the theory may have seemed so 

excitng because it made something already iuite familiar in war, bureaucracy, and everyday life into a 



concept of science and technology. Informaton was no longer raw data, military logistcs, or phone 

numbersm it was the principle of the universe’s intelligibility.

One conseiuence of the impure difusion of informaton theory was the rewritng of the great chain of 

being. On the smallest level, where the secrets of life are “coded, stored, and transmited,” we fnd J. D. 

Watson and F. H. Crick, discoverers of the double helix, viewing DNA as a code of genetc informaton. 

Neural synapses became switchboards and nerves telephone lines (reversing the metaphor from that of 

the nineteenth century, when telegraphs and telephones were “nerves”)m messenger RNA proteins were

dubbed “informosomes.” Moving up the chain, hormones and enzymes were couriers and the brain an 

“informaton processor.” In the social world, we learned that marriages will work beter when men and 

women “communicate more” and “share informaton about their feelings” with each otherm that good 

managers must communicate efectvely (that is, share informaton) with employeesm and 

internatonally, that beter flows of informaton between natons aid worldwide peace and 

understanding. From the blueprint of life itself to the world politcal order, communicaton and 

informaton reigned supreme.

The academy is another clear example of the infltraton of the discourse of informaton. Several 

specialtes defne themselves in terms of the producton, manipulaton, and interpretaton of 

informatonn computer science, electrical engineering, statstcs, expository writng, library science, 

psycholinguistcs, management science, and much of economics, journalism, and communicaton 

research. (People studying communicaton stll sometmes have to explain that they are not in electrical 

engineering.) The recent booming interdisciplinary confluence under the name “cognitve science” 

would not be possible, one senses, without informaton as intellectual connectve tssue. Some have 

gone so far as to suggest that all iniuiry into human afairs should redescribe itself in terms of a new 

trinity of conceptsn informaton, communicaton, and control.35 Such schemes are the latest in the 

dream of unifed science that runs from Rens Descartes to Rudolf Carnapm informaton was a stmulant 

to such dreams, just as geometry, evoluton, thermodynamics, statstcs, and mathematcal physics each,

in its heyday, promised to unify all human knowledge. The postwar fallout of informaton theory is stll 

with us.

Resultng from this heady mix was a noton of communicaton as informaton exchange, a noton most 

closely related to the semantc view of Ogden and Richards and more distantly related to the long 

angelological traditon of instantaneous contact between minds at a distance. More important, this new 

view efaced the old barriers between human, machine, and animal. Anything that processed 

informaton was a candidate for “communicaton.” The wild shape of this category is evident in the frst 

paragraph of a text that did much to make informaton theory available for interdisciplinary poaching, 

Ford Foundaton physicist Warren Weaver’s commentary on Shannonn

The word communicaton will be used here in a very broad sense to include all the procedures by which 

one mind may afect another. This, of course, involves not only writen and oral speech, but also music, 

the pictorial arts, the theatre, the ballet, and in fact all human behavior. In some connectons it may be 

desirable to use a stll broader defniton of communicaton, namely, one which would include the 

procedures by means of which one mechanism (say automatc eiuipment to track an airplane and 

compute its probable future positons) afects another mechanism (say a guided missile chasing this 

airplane).36



An extraordinary category, this, including music and missiles, speech and servomechanisms. Weaver 

takes us from the preferred communicaton situaton of the semantcists (one mind afectng another) 

through language and the fne arts to human behavior (the ride is getng bumpy). Then he “broadens” 

his defniton to include Korean War–vintage military technology. What made this string of sentences, 

this patch of discourse, intelligible—and excitng—to so many thinkers in the 1950s? For one thing, it ft 

the age. The two great technologies of the Second World War—the computer and the bomb—share 

more than a common origin. They share a common cultural space and symbolism. Informaton is often 

spoken of in nuclear termsn its half-life (as it decays like radioactve mater), its fssion, and its molecular 

or granular iuality. It shares semiotc space with subatomic physics, coming in bits, flashes, bursts, and 

impulses, and is often treated as mental photonsn the minimal iuanta of the cognitve stuf. Both the 

bomb and informaton cater to a secret pleasure in possible apocalypse, the exhilaraton moderns (so 

used to the thrill of the new) feel in contemplatng self-destructon. The computer stands at the latest 

moment of history and the bomb at the last one.

Less speculatvely, communicaton was a concept able to unify the natural sciences (DNA as the great 

code), the liberal arts (language as communicaton), and the social sciences (communicaton as the basic

social process, as Wilbur Schramm put it). By fnally removing communicaton as an actvity from any 

privileged anchor in the human body or soul, communicaton became a site for exploring posthuman 

couplings with aliens, animals, and machines (chapter 6). Ordinary interacton seems a frail and 

inadeiuate atempt to reach across the void compared with the speed and accuracy of 

servomechanisms. But the iuest for authentc connecton with other people, perhaps as if in 

compensaton, was also of huge cultural moment. Communicaton as therapeutc self-expression, a 

warmed-over descendant of the existentalist call for authentc disclosure, also spread through the 

culture like wildfre after the war.

The therapeutc project forms the second site of the postwar buoyancy about communicaton. As in 

Ogden and Richards, “communicaton” here was a dream of a clarifying method that would work at both

interpersonal and internatonal levels. More specifcally, the formaton of the United Natons, especially 

UNESCO, gave some intellectuals enormous hope about “communicaton” as an agent of global 

enlightenment. Psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan, who coined the term “interpersonal” in 1938, worked 

at UNESCO with the idea that the same kinds of disturbances that inhibited communicaton between 

two or a few people could also be treated on a much larger scale.37 Julian Huxley, biologist and frst 

leader of UNESCO, had the dream of employing mass media to spread secular scientfc humanism (as a 

successor to religion) across the globe.38 Gregory Bateson, who had feet in both the cybernetc 

excitement of informaton theory and the psychiatric vision of communicaton as therapy, is another key

fgure.39

Carl R. Rogers, the leader of person-centered, humanistc psychology in the postwar era, is perhaps the 

best example of a therapeutc theorist of communicaton. As he put it in a talk given in 1951, “The whole

task of psychotherapy is the task of dealing with a failure in communicaton.” Communicaton 

breakdown for him was the fate of the neurotc, whose communicaton both with himself and with 

others was in some way damaged—blockage of communicaton occurring between the unconscious and 

the ego, for instance. “The task of psychotherapy is to help the person achieve, through a special 

relatonship with a therapist, good communicaton within himself.” Good communicaton with others 

would follow. As Rogers summarized, “We may say then that psychotherapy is good communicaton, 



between and within men. We may also turn that statement around and it will stll be true. Good 

communicaton, free communicaton, within or between men, is always therapeutc.”

Rogers’s argument mixes a rigorous recogniton of the real difculty of taking the place of the other 

together with the happier therapeutc talk of mutual understanding that a whole culture industry would 

later make pervasive. A chief virtue reiuired for good communicaton, he argued, was the courage to 

get out of one’s emoton-laden private perspectve and restate the views of one’s opponentm this is 

exactly the standard that John Stuart Mill laid down for public discussion in his On Liberty (1859) and a 

piece of practcal advice ofered in communicaton seminars ever since. Rogers recommended 

expanding the method of small group understanding to much larger forums, such as the strained 

relatons between the Americans and the Russians (this is a cold war text, of course). If both partes 

atempted to understand rather than to judge, important politcal fruit might result. An all but messianic

vision of therapeutc communicaton as the balm of souls, couples, groups, and natons pervades the 

textn putng it to use, he suggested, was worth trying, given “the tragic and well-nigh fatal failures of 

communicaton which threaten the existence of our modern world.”40

As with informaton theory, high hopes about communicaton as an agent of global educaton and 

therapy were accompanied by a foreboding sense of danger, the “well-nigh fatal failures” that Rogers 

had in mind. Postwar communicaton theory was decisively shaped, at least in its social-scientfc guise, 

by the cold war. In the 1950s, specters of lonely selves and manipulated masses reappeared in texts 

confrontng the postwar prosperity and its centerpiece, television. As in the 1920s, part of the story was 

the fear that communicaton could go bad, mesmerizing masses or isolatng individuals. The telescreens 

and Big Brother in Orwell’s 1984 (1948) have become staples in commentary on the meaning of mass 

media, but similar concerns can be found in David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (1950), C. Wright Mills, 

The Power Elite (1956), Günther Anders, Die Antiuiertheit des Menschen (1956), Richard Hoggart, The 

Uses of Literacy (1957), Hannah Arendt, The Human Conditon (1958), Aldous Huxley, Brave New World 

Revisited (1958), Raymond Williams, Culture and Society (1958), and Jürgen Habermas, Structural 

Transformaton of the Public Sphere (1962). Mass society imagery in the 1950s American intellectual life 

was, at one level at least, a coded version of the paranoia that it could indeed happen heren television 

viewers might turn out to be the secret siblings of the red zombies on the other side of the Iron Curtain, 

whose lifeline to liberty in this narratve was, signifcantly, a radio staton, Voice of America (the good 

and evil twins of communicaton again). Though it is unclear whether mass society theory ever was an 

artculate program (in retrospect the noton seems as much the inventon of its detractors as of its 

supposed proponents), it is not hard to identfy a certain sensibility in 1950s deliberatons on the state 

of the many in a mediated worldn the democratc public as crowdm consumer pleasures stultfying public 

engagementm and the fve A’s of mass society theory—alienaton, anomie, anonymity, apathy, and 

atomizaton.

Just as the bomb shaped the imagery of informaton in communicaton theory, so it made palpable the 

potental of communicaton gone wrong. As Chicago sociologist Louis Wirth argued in his 1947 

presidental address to the American Sociological Associaton, the efort to use mass media to create a 

worldwide consensus was not guaranteed to succeedn “Along with the perfecton of these means of 

human intercourse science has also perfected unprecedented means of mass destructon. But in the 

case of neither the instruments of mass communicaton nor of atomic energy do the inventors of the 

instrument dictate the use to which they shall be put.”41 For both informaton theory and the dream of 



a worldwide communicaton therapy, the bomb was a spur to the imaginaton, evoking both excitement 

about the release of new energies and anxietes about the exterminaton of the species.

Not only the bomb, however, shaped communicaton theorym as Kenneth Cmiel has shown, the fear of 

democratc disafecton and the moral enigma of the Holocaust presided over eforts to think through 

communicaton in the 1940s. Cynicism and evil were the fundamental problems that Robert Merton, 

Hannah Arendt, and Emmanuel Levinas faced frst in the 1940s, and in each case the resultant vision of 

communicaton was some kind of answer to the intractable iuestons. Merton saw communicaton as an

agency of natonal community buildingm Arendt as a means of discovering truth and, later, of giving birth 

to new politcal ordersm and Levinas as an ethical obligaton to the otherness of the other person. This 

threefold crossing of modernizaton, antmodern, and postmodern theorists is fateful for the rest of the 

century’s social thought.42 Merton saw communicaton as a kind of Durkheimian social gluem Arendt as a

disclosure of the politcal potentals of human associatonm and Levinas as a respect for the autonomy of 

others, a respect that made communicaton in an instrumental sense all but impossible.

.   .   .

In the postwar ferment about “communicaton,” then, two discourses were dominantn a technical one 

about informaton theory and a therapeutc one about communicaton as cure and disease. Each has 

deep roots in American cultural history. The technicians of communicaton are a diverse breed, from 

Samuel F. B. Morse to Marshall McLuhan, from Charles Horton Cooley to Al Gore, from Buckminster 

Fuller to Alvin Toffler, but they all think the imperfectons of human interchange can be redressed by 

improved technology or techniiues. They want to mimic the angels by mechanical or electronic means. 

When AT&T boasted a few years back that “telecommunity is our goalm telecommunicatons is our 

means,” it stated the technical vision of communicaton with remarkable economy. The therapeutc 

vision of communicaton, in turn, developed within humanist and existentalist psychology, but both its 

roots and its branches spread much wider, to the nineteenth-century atack on Calvinism and its 

replacement by a therapeutc ethos of self-realizaton, and to the self-culture pervading American 

bourgeois life.43 Both the technical and therapeutc visions claim that the obstacles and troubles in 

human contact can be solved, whether by beter technologies or beter techniiues of relatng, and 

hence are also later-day heirs to the angelological dream of mutual ensoulment.

The message of this book is a harsher one, that the problems are fundamentally intractable. 

“Communicaton,” whatever it might mean, is not a mater of improved wiring or freer self-disclosure 

but involves a permanent kink in the human conditon. In this James was right. That we can never 

communicate like the angels is a tragic fact, but also a blessed one. A sounder vision is of the felicitous 

impossibility of contact. Communicaton failure, again, does not mean we are lonely zombies searching 

for soul matesn it means we have new ways to relate and to make worlds with each other. My emphasis 

on the debt that the dream of communicaton owes to ghosts and strange eros is intended as a 

correctve to a truism that is stll very much aliven that the expansion of means leads to the expansion of 

minds.

The therapists miss the eccentricity of the self to itself and the public character of signs. They imagine 

the self as a holder of private experiental property and language as a courier of its messages. Their cure 

is often as bad as the disease. As Theodor W. Adorno wrote, “No less indiscriminate and general than 

the alienaton between people is the longing to breach it.”44 The technicians, in turn, miss fnitude, the 

fact that any prosthesis meant to restore damaged communicaton will be an imperfect ft that chafes 



the stump. As Kafa notes in an epigraph to this book, those who build new media to eliminate the 

spectral element between people only create more ample breeding grounds for the ghosts. A cheerful 

sense of the weirdness of all atempts at communicaton ofers a far saner way to think and live. The 

achievements that technical and therapeutc talk usually ascribes to “communicaton”—understanding, 

cooperaton, community, love—are genuine human goods. Even informaton exchange is indispensable, 

in its place. But the atainment of communicatve goods can never be easy or formulaicm so much 

depends on dumb luck, personality, place, and tme.

Communicaton, in the deeper sense of establishing ways to share one’s hours meaningfully with others,

is sooner a mater of faith and risk than of techniiue and method. In the thinner sense of tuning to the 

same freiuency, the concept is ultmately unhelpful as a soluton to our most vexing puzzles. It makes 

knowing into the governor of our dealings with others. It puts the burden on husbands and wives, 

diplomats and colleagues to dial inn yet once the partes face each other in the same language, the 

adventure has not ended, but only begun. The dream of communicaton stops short of all the hard stuf. 

Sending clear messages might not make for beter relatonsm we might like each other less the more we 

understood about one another. The transmission of signals is an inadeiuate metaphor for the 

interpretaton of signs. “Communicaton” presents itself as an easy soluton to intractable human 

troublesn language, fnitude, plurality. Why others do not use words as I do or do not feel or see the 

world as I do is a problem not just in adjustng the transmission and recepton of messages, but in 

orchestratng collectve being, in making space in the world for each other. Whatever “communicaton” 

might mean, it is more fundamentally a politcal and ethical problem than a semantc one, as I argue 

with respect to Hegel and Marx (chapter 3). In renouncing the dream of “communicaton” I am not 

saying that the urge to connect is badm rather, I mean that the dream itself inhibits the hard work of 

connecton. This book bids us out of Witgenstein’s fly-botle. Too often, “communicaton” misleads us 

from the task of building worlds together. It invites us into a world of unions without politcs, 

understandings without language, and souls without bodies, only to make politcs, language, and bodies 

reappear as obstacles rather than blessings.

Instead, the most wonderful thing about our contact with each other is its free disseminaton, not its 

anguished communion. The ultmate futlity of our atempts to “communicate” is not lamentablem it is a 

handsome conditon. The noton of communicaton deserves to be liberated from its earnestness and 

spiritualism, its demand for precision and agreement, demands whose long history I atempt to illustrate

in this book. The reiuirement of interpersonal mimesis can be despotc. Ralph Waldo Emerson and 

William James struck the right noten acknowledging the splendid otherness of all creatures that share 

our world without bemoaning our impotence to tap their interiority. The task is to recognize the 

creature’s otherness, not to make it over in one’s own likeness and image. The ideal of communicaton, 

as Adorno said, would be a conditon in which the only thing that survives the disgraceful fact of our 

mutual diference is the delight that diference makes possible.
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